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H.J.A. Duparc
rapport ZW ·1955-013" it ·has been proved that 'there exist
infinitely niany ·composite numbers m such that m\v~-1, ·where (v) is the
se~uence which is associated with the sequence of Fibonacci, i.e. where
In the

11

(n = 0,1, •.. ).
Here it will be proved that the similar assertion mlv -a also holds
'm
for any s2quence (v) defined by

(n = 0,1, ... ),
where a is a fixed given integer and b=1 or -1.
In the proof one may restrict oneself to the case that the discriminant·D=a2+4b of the quadratic form f(x)=x 2 -ax-b differs from.zero.
In fact otherwise a is even (=2c) and one has Vn=2cn and it is known
that for every given c there exist infin:ltely many composite m with
m\cm- 1 -1, hence mlv -a.
m
In order to obtain the result in the case D/0 the following lemma
will be proved first.
Lemma. If mis composite, m~1 (mod 24), (m,D)=1 and xm-'1'!!1(modd f(x) ,~
•
O< m _(3m
then the same properties hold for the integer M=Um= ex -(3 ; here Cl( and
~ are the roots of f(x)=O.
Proof. One has (D,M)=1. In fact, if a prime p dividing D should satisfy plum, then 1 ) one would have p!m, contrary to (m,D)=1.
Further one has M:!1 (mod 24), i.e. um~ u 1 (mod 24). In fact if
(~)=1 one has 2 ) uh =:.uk(moc1 8) as soon as 12\ h-k; if (g)=O one has 2 )
uh=uk(mod 8) as soon as B)h-k, hence, 2 1+lm-1 leads to Um'Jtu 1 (mod 8).
Further if (¥)=-1 one has 1 ) uh-:=uk(mod 3) as soon as 8/h-k, if
(~)=0 one has 1 ) uh-=uk (mod 3) 3S soon as 61h-k and if (¥)=1 one has 1 )
uh'iiuk (mod 3) as soon ris 21h-k, hr~:nce 24\m-1 leads to um-:_u 1 (mod 3).
Consequently M==.1 (mod 24).
Now fr.om the assumption one has
O<m- 1 :1 (mod m),

(3m- 1 ~1 (mod m),

hence
and since (M,D)=1 one finds M ~1 (mod m), Since 4
has further 4m)M ...·1.
Then the relation M~ P',m,;,.(o m
'•,,'

f m and

24 I M-1 one

-2O< 2 m 1:

0(

m (3m = + 1 (mod M), hence

O<

4m= 1 (mod m)

and
This proves the lemma.
Remark. In the proof the following property has been used: if

h:::. k (mod 24), then uh=:: uk(mod 24). In the same way one may deduce the
further property (to be used below) if h~k(mod 3.2r+ 3 ), then

=

uh~ uk ( mod 3. 2 r+3) , vh v k ( mod 3. 2 1.~+3) •
From the lemma it follows that once one composite integer m0 with
the above properties is known, then infinitely many such integers
m0 ,m 1 , ••. are found by the relation
(h

mh+1 = umh

= 0.,1, ... ).

Each such integer sat:isfies m \<x m_ ex, m I (3 m_ (3, hence also
m I ex m+(3 m_ ex -/j=Vm-8. It remains therefore to find an initial composite
integer m=m with the above properties.
0
r1
re,
Suppose that D=q 1 ... q s
be the canonical decomposition of D.
Let the integer a contain exac1ly r factors 2. Now let p be a prime
satisfyinf,
0

(1)

p {a,

p ;;::1 (mod 3.2r+ 3 ), p ~1 (mod q 0_)

Then the integer

m

=

0(

2p _ (J 2p

0(

2

") 2

- /0

=

U

p

V

(u::::1, ... ,s)

p /~ has th8 required properties.

0,-,;--

·0 \ -- 1 ( V,·- ·-1,
In f3ct one has (.Q_)=1, hf.:ncc: ( p'
... ,S ) in virtue of 4lp-1.
D qc7
Consequently ( )=1.
·p
Then one has 2 ) ex p-'1:!'1 (mod p),(3P- 1 -1 (mod p), hence
a< 2 P_ (3 2 P= ex 2 -(3 2 (mod p) and since p 1l· D,
a one deduces m ~1 (mod p).
Further from 3.2r+ 3 jp-1 it follows by the above remark that
, ~ 3· .c.0r+3) ,
up~u 1 =1~( mo d 3_. 2r+3) ,vp=rv-,==• \mou

pf

hence

am= upvp=..a (mod 3.2r+j),

rn::J (mod 24).

Consequently l+p)m-1. Then finally one obtains from

the result

C(

4p
2p 2p
o< 5 O<
(3
= (.±_ 1) 2p ='1 (mod m), ,hence
Remark. Since there exist infinitely
the last argument itself givE:rs thEi
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